What is Gaming exactly?
Gaming is an act of playing games.
There are several ways of playing
games such as video games, computer
games, or even gambling. Statistics
show that over 97% of teens aged
11-16 play video games. 86% percent
play video games on consoles, such as
Xbox, PS4. How can we tackle this?
http://www.csmonitor.com/Technolog
y/Horizons/2008/0916/by-thenumbers-teens-and-video-games
Advantages?
There are some advantages for
playing games. For instance, to get rid
of stress, for entertainment or even
boredom. This is why everyone is
addicted in playing games.
Disadvantages?
There really aren’t any disadvantages.
I mean who doesn’t like playing
games…Anyways, there is one
disadvantage. HEALTH. Looking at a
bright screen for a long time can

damage your eyes and your mental
health but if you’re a gamer, then it
can affect you even more because as a
gamer, you would play games for ¾ of
the day and the other ¼ sleeping.
Symptoms?
Many people are addicted to gaming.
These people are usually above 18+
so… Anyways there are also people
who are under 18 and are addicted.
This can have many side effects such
as restlessness. His basically means
when you won’t stop playing games
and if you out somewhere you still
concerned about that one thing.
Genres?
Many genres have been created. From
Action to racing to even puzzles. Every
person has a different point of view.
Someone might like simulation games.
However, someone else might like adventure
games. Gaming is such a big part for

teenager’s
http://mustardseedint.org/
life’s.
Always
18+ games right? Even if there like
12 years old.
Latest Console?
Everyone wants the latest consoles. This can
be a PlayStation or Xbox. However, Nintendo
ups the stakes, releasing The Nintendo

Switch. This is going worldwide.
Every kid will want to have this
console. As a 13-year-old, I think that
this game is very bad for its price.
From Game, it’s around £279.99 just
for this. Instead, you could buy a PS4
for roughly £249.99 which is a lot of
better.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/NintendoSwitch-Neon-RedBlue/dp/B01N4NBHPM

